Computer modelling of the NAD binding site of ADP-ribosylating toxins: active-site structure and mechanism of NAD binding.
Five ADP-ribosylating bacterial toxins, pertussis toxin, cholera toxin, diphtheria toxin, Escherichia LT toxin and Pseudomonas exotoxin A, show significant homology in selected segments of their sequence. Site-directed mutagenesis and chemical modification of residues within these regions cause loss of catalytic activity and of NAD binding. On the basis of these results and of molecular modelling based on the three-dimensional structure of exotoxin A, the geometry of an NAD binding site common to all the toxins is deduced and described in the paper. For diphtheria toxin, sequence similarity with exotoxin A is such that its preliminary structure can be computed by molecular modelling, whereas for the other toxins similarity appears to be restricted to the NAD binding site. Moreover, an analysis of molecular fitting of the NAD molecule into its binding cavity suggests a new model for the conformation of the bound NAD that better accounts for all available experimental information.